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Institutional and Evolutionary EconomicsIs There a
Future for Heterodox Economics?

Rationality, Institutions and Economic
Methodology
Growth, Distribution, and Effective Demand presents
original essays on a variety of topics in theoretical
and applied economics. The book honors the work of
Edward J. Nell and develops interconnected themes
that run through the modern Post-Keynesian tradition.
The first part deals with the fundamental idea that
economic growth is demand-driven, with special
attention to policy ramifications. The second theme
concerns the connection between economic growth
and the structural characteristics of a market
economy. These issues are closely linked to a critical
tradition that calls into question key elements in
orthodox economics. The final part of the book aims
to buttress non-orthodox approaches to growth and
distribution by critiquing particular aspects of the
conventional theory, by elaborating neglected themes
in non-orthodox theory, or by exploring some
overlooked methodological ideas.

Wrong Turnings
This book challenges the view that an alternative to
Western capitalism is neither possible nor desirable.
Without proposing a static blueprint, the author
explores a new possible scenario.
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Recent Developments in Institutional
Economics
After being proclaimed dead, there is now a major
revival of socialism ideology in the West. But what
does socialism mean? This book shows that it is
irretrievably associated with common ownership. The
twentieth-century experience of comprehensive
national planning with state ownership has been
disastrous, and in no case has democracy endured
within large-scale socialism. This volume explains
why. The alternative socialist option of worker-owned
cooperatives must accept a major role for markets
that many socialists reject. Further experiments in
that direction must be subordinate to higher
principles of liberal solidarity, involving a mixed
market economy with a welfare state.

Understanding Institutions
'the history of economic theory at its best.'-EASTERN
ECONOMIC JOURNAL

Darwin's Conjecture
A theoretical study dealing chiefly with matters of
definition and clarification of terms and concepts
involved in using Darwinian notions to model social
phenomena.

Capitalism in Evolution
Recently, evolutionary theories of economic and
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technological change have attracted a considerable
amount of attention which reflects the problems
encountered by mainstream analysis of dynamic
phenomena and quantitative change. This book,
originally published in 1991, develops the debate and
draws on the concepts of evolutionary biology,
nonequilibrium thermodynamics, systems and
organization theory. While recognizing that new
technology is not the cause of quantitative change,
the editors claim it should play a more central role in
economic theory and policy. At the same time, the
ground is laid for a more generalized concept of
innovation and experimentation and their relation to
routine activities. The book is intended for
economists.

Against Mechanism
This is a ground-breaking book about the foundations
of institutional economics. K. William Kapp presents
the economic role of institutions for economic
development, capital formation and technological
dynamics in an easily accessible and comprehensive
manner. As a front-rank 20th century institutional
economist, Kapp pulls together arguments from a
variety of sources, including Thorstein Veblen, John
Kenneth Galbraith and Gunnar Myrdal, all of which
emphasize the crucial role of institutions. The author
cements institutional economics as a distinct and
coherent framework of analysis to effectively address
urgent socio-economic problems, such as
environmental disruption and sustainable
development. This book begins with a critique of
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conventional (neoclassical) economics and an
overview of the antecedents of institutional
economics. The core of the book is formed by the
chapters on institutions, human economic behavior
and needs, arguing that institutional change is key to
directing economic development towards sustainable
and adequate living conditions, rather than merely
formal growth formulas. The final chapters provide
the reader with the institutional theories of capital
and technology, showing how capital formation and
technological dynamics are determined by
institutions, such as the principle of investment for
profit. The appendix complements Kapp’s plea for
institutional change with articles on science and
technology, social costs, substantive economics, and
circular and cumulative causation. This book is suited
for readers at all levels who are interested in
institutional economics, the history of economics
thought, political economics as well as ecological and
heterodox economics. Researchers and students will
find it to be an easily accessible and a concise
elaboration on the foundations of institutional
economics.

Conceptualizing Capitalism
In the 1990s, institutional and evolutionary economics
emerged as one of the most creative and successful
approaches in the modern social sciences. This timely
reader gathers together seminal contributions from
leading international authors in the field of
institutional and evolutionary economics including
Eileen Appelbaum, Benjamin Coriat, Giovanni Dosi,
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Sheila C. Dow, Bengt-Åke Lundvall, Uskali Mäki, Bart
Nooteboom and Marc R. Tool. The emphasis is on key
concepts such as learning, trust, power, pricing and
markets, with some essays devoted to methodology
and others to the comparison of different forms of
capitalism. An extensive introduction places the
contributions in the context of the historical and
theoretical background of recent developments in
economics and the social sciences. Essential reading
for lecturers, researchers, graduates and advanced
undergraduates in economics, business studies and
sociology, this diverse yet complementary collection
of essays will also find a broad readership amongst
those wanting to understand the manifest changes
apparent within modern socio-economic systems.

Systems, Institutions, and Values in East
and West
This collection of essays and reviews represents the
most significant and comprehensive writing on
Shakespeare's A Comedy of Errors. Miola's edited
work also features a comprehensive critical history,
coupled with a full bibliography and photographs of
major productions of the play from around the world.
In the collection, there are five previously unpublished
essays. The topics covered in these new essays are
women in the play, the play's debt to contemporary
theater, its critical and performance histories in
Germany and Japan, the metrical variety of the play,
and the distinctly modern perspective on the play as
containing dark and disturbing elements. To
compliment these new essays, the collection features
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significant scholarship and commentary on The
Comedy of Errors that is published in obscure and
difficulty accessible journals, newspapers, and other
sources. This collection brings together these essays
for the first time.

Is There a Future for Heterodox
Economics?
The Left is in crisis. Despite global economic
turbulence, left-wing political parties in many
countries have failed to make progress in part
because they have grown too ideologically
fragmented. Today, the term Left is associated with
state intervention and public ownership, but this has
little in common with the original meaning of the
term. What caused what we mean by the Left to
change, and how has that hindered progress? With
Wrong-Turnings, Geoffrey M. Hodgson tracks changes
in the meaning of the Left and offers suggestions for
how the Left might reclaim some of its core values.
The term Left originated during the French
Revolution, when revolutionaries sought to abolish
the monarchy and privilege and to introduce a new
society based on liberty, equality, fraternity, and
universal rights. Over time, however, the meaning
radically changed, especially through the influence of
socialism and collectivism. Hodgson argues that the
Left must rediscover its roots in the Enlightenment
and readopt Enlightenment values it has abandoned,
such as those concerning democracy and universal
human rights. Only then will it be prepared to address
contemporary problems of inequality and the survival
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of democracy. Possible measures could include
enhanced educational provisions, a guaranteed basic
income, and a viable mechanism for fair distribution
of wealth. Wrong-Turnings is a truly pathbreaking
work from one of our most prolific and respected
institutional theorists. It will change our
understanding of how the left got lost.

The Evolution of Institutional Economics
'Almost 150 years after their major works were
published Darwin and Marx stand alone as the
premier theorists of the evolution of complex living
systems. Hodgson's unique contribution in these
essays is to capture the spirit of these two great
thinkers in their ability to see universal principles in
particular contextual frameworks. Using an
evolutionary and institutional approach to examine a
variety of theoretical issues Hodgson avoids both the
postmodern disease of extreme relativism and the
rigidity of insisting on "one true religion" for economic
theory. This book is a major contribution to the
current revolution in economic theory.' - John M.
Gowdy, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, US
Economics in the Shadows of Darwin and Marx
examines the legacies of these two giants of thought
for the social sciences in the twenty-first century.

Economics and Institutions
This volume documents in a unique manner the
momentum the institutionalist, evolutionary research
agenda has regained over the past two decades. The
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thought-provoking contributions come from
prominent authors with a rather heterogeneous
theoretical background. Nonetheless, they all convene
in elaborating on issues that have always been at the
core of the institutionalist agenda and show how
these issues relate to cutting edge research in
modern economics. Ulrich Witt, Max Planck Institute
of Economics, Jena, Germany This excellent EAEPE
Reader brings together a range of perspectives on the
role of institutions in economics. It is very well
structured, with parts on microeconomics,
macroeconomics, markets and economic evolution.
Each part contains chapters written by renowned
experts in their respective fields and there is an
authoritative introductory chapter by the editor. This
Reader is invaluable for economics students and
academic economists wishing to better understand
how institutions and individual behaviours interact in
the economic system. Much of standard economic
analysis either ignores institutions or makes overly
restrictive assumptions about them the authors in this
book show, persuasively, that economics, without an
adequate treatment of institutions and institutional
change, is of very little scientific worth. John Foster,
The University of Queensland, Australia This is a great
set of essays. To get the richness they contain, the
reader must be already familiar with the broad
orientation of the literature on economic institutions.
Given that background, I can think of no collection or
essays that frame, illuminate, and probe modern
institutional economics as well as does this set.
Geoffrey Hodgson, who chose the collection, and the
authors of the essays, are to be congratulated and
thanked. Richard R. Nelson, Columbia University, US It
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is now widely acknowledged that institutions are a
crucial factor in economic performance. Major
developments have been made in our understanding
of the nature and evolution of economic institutions in
the last few years. This book brings together some
key contributions in this area by leading
internationally renowned scholars including Paul A.
David, Christopher Freeman, Alan P. Kirman, Jan
Kregel, Brian J. Loasby, J. Stanley Metcalfe, Bart
Nooteboom and Ugo Pagano. This essential reader
covers topics such as the relationship between
institutions and individuals, institutions and economic
development, the nature and role of markets, and the
theory of institutional evolution. The book not only
outlines cutting-edge developments in the field but
also indicates key directions of future research for
institutional and evolutionary economics. Vital reading
on one of the most dynamic and rapidly growing
areas of research today, The Evolution of Economic
Institutions will be of great interest to researchers,
students and lecturers in economics and business
studies.

Economics and Evolution
'Fascination with the economics of Thorstein Veblen is
today no less than it was fifty years ago. Many books
have been written about his life and ideas. But David
Reisman breaks new ground by providing one of the
best and most comprehensive explainations of
Veblen's thought. Written in a strikingly fresh and
lucid style, this work is one of the landmarks of the
literature on this great and enduringly relevant
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economist.' Geoffrey M. Hodgson, University of
Hertfordshire, UK 'Considering the inability of
conventional economics to comprehend the socioeconomic convulsions over the past few years in so
many countries, it is surely time to try something
else. David Reisman's The Social Economics of
Thorstein Veblen thus appears at a most opportune
moment. This original analytical study is the best
introduction into Veblen's work that I know of, and
will, I trust, encourage a renewal of interest in
possibly the most unjustly neglected of economists.
Reisman's primary contention that there is despite
obstacles to comprehension created by Veblen's
personal idiosyncrasies and unconventional literary
style a Veblen structure of thought, or general
system, is fully confirmed by the evidence presented
in his book. In this demonstration lies its great merit.'
Samuel Hollander, Ben-Gurion University of the
Negev, Israel 'Veblen is a notoriously difficult
economist to read and understand. He was, however,
unequivocal in his scorn for neoclassical economics,
whose demise he took pleasure in predicting. In light
of the limp excuses offered by the economics
profession for its failure to anticipate the current
global financial crisis, Reisman's incisive analysis of
Veblen's writings suggests that were Veblen alive
today, he would be revelling in schadenfreude. This
timely book will make uncomfortable reading for
neoclassical economists.' Douglas Mair, Heriot-Watt
University, UK 'Reisman offers a brilliant distillation of
Veblen's jaundiced purview of the social,
psychological and pecuniary motivations that have
driven man the social animal in his economic life
down the ages, from noble savage to predatory
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barbarian in his ancient, modern, and potential
guises. Avoiding hagiography, this book exposes
Veblen's exaggerations as well as his compelling
institutional insights into the evolution of capitalism
and socialism. Reisman's own intellectual sweep in
explaining and criticising Veblen demonstrate political
economy at its best.' Roger Sandilands, University of
Strathclyde, UK Thorstein Veblen was a
multidisciplinary social scientist whose original
insights continue to inspire debate. Rather than
focusing on allocation, markets and scarcity, his
perspective on economics was rather one of
Darwinian evolution and perpetual development,
unfolding conventions and interpersonal constraints.
This interdisciplinary and comprehensive book
determines that Veblen's disparate theories of
conspicuous consumption, imperial Germany, the
giant corporation and the speculation-led cycle all add
up to a consistent and coherent world-view. Veblen
was a fascinating author who deserves to be read for
himself. This penetrating new interpretation
demonstrates that he also identified a serious threat
to property and peace in the form of irresponsible
finance and frustrated workmanship. He believed
corporate capitalism was at risk from its internal
contradictions. This lucid book assesses the logic
behind Veblen's stark and apocalyptic vision. The
Social Economics of Thorstein Veblen examines all of
Veblen's books and articles, revealing that they are
closely integrated to form an organic whole. It will
prove valuable for scholars and students interested in
sociological theory, politics and political economy,
history and institutional economics.
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Institutional Barriers in the Transition to
Market
Over the last 50 years, and particularly since the
financial crash in 2008, the community of heterodox
economists has expanded, and its publications have
proliferated. But its power in departments of
economics has waned. Addressing this paradox,
Geoffrey M. Hodgson argues that heterodox
economists are defined more by a left ideology than
by a shared understanding of the nature of orthodox
economics and of what should replace it. Heterodox
economists cannot agree on what heterodoxy means.
Employing insights from the sociology and philosophy
of science, the author explores the marginalisation of
heterodox economics in the academic community and
its exclusion from positions of power. This perceptive
book also shows how the weaknesses of a particular
version of heterodoxy stemming from the Cambridge
economics of the 1970s have been replicated globally
in much of contemporary heterodox economics. The
author considers how the field can adapt in order to
improve and sustain its presence in academia. Social
scientists and economists will find this book both
enlightening and useful. In particular, it will be
invaluable to student networks and others critical of
mainstream economics, and to those teaching
economics at undergraduate and postgraduate level.

Institutions and the Evolution of
Capitalism
First published in 1993. Routledge is an imprint of
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Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

Growth, Distribution and Effective
Demand: Alternatives to Economic
Orthodoxy
Understanding Institutions proposes a new unified
theory of social institutions that combines the best
insights of philosophers and social scientists who
have written on this topic. Francesco Guala presents a
theory that combines the features of three influential
views of institutions: as equilibria of strategic games,
as regulative rules, and as constitutive rules. Guala
explains key institutions like money, private property,
and marriage, and develops a much-needed
unification of equilibrium- and rules-based
approaches. Although he uses game theory concepts,
the theory is presented in a simple, clear style that is
accessible to a wide audience of scholars working in
different fields. Outlining and discussing various
implications of the unified theory, Guala addresses
venerable issues such as reflexivity, realism,
Verstehen, and fallibilism in the social sciences. He
also critically analyses the theory of "looping effects"
and "interactive kinds" defended by Ian Hacking, and
asks whether it is possible to draw a demarcation
between social and natural science using the criteria
of causal and ontological dependence. Focusing on
current debates about the definition of marriage,
Guala shows how these abstract philosophical issues
have important practical and political consequences.
Moving beyond specific cases to general models and
principles, Understanding Institutions offers new
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perspectives on what institutions are, how they work,
and what they can do for us.

Institutions and Development After the
Financial Crisis
Geoff Hodgson's innovative and important new book
is about the future of economics as a viable discipline.
It examines not only evolutionary economics but the
development of economic theory during the twentieth
century. The book reflects on the origins and
consequences of the narrowing and increasing
irrelevance of mainstream economics, suggesting that
it will be inadequate to cope with the complex ideas
of the new millennium.Geoff Hodgson analyses some
of the attempts to redirect theoretical economics to
real world issues. He proposes a move away from
mathematical formalization, greater tolerance given
to different approaches and the possibility of learning
from other sciences especially biology. He suggests
that the toleration of a plurality of theoretical
approaches in economics - including institutional and
evolutionary approaches - based on a common
orientation towards real world economies is the best
overall strategy for future theoretical advance.A
unique and important contribution to our
understanding, it will be welcomed by academics and
researchers working in all fields of economics,
especially evolutionary economics as well as by other
social scientists.

Evolution and Institutions
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Traditionally, economists have attributed consistency
and rational calculation to the action of ‘economic
man’. In a powerful challenge to orthodox thinking,
Geoffrey Hodgson maintains that social institutions
play a central and essential role in molding
preferences and guiding action: institutions are
regarded as enabling action rather than merely
providing constraints. From this perspective, the
author takes on the ‘free marketers’ such as Milton
Friedman and the ‘new institutionalism’ of Oliver
Williamson. He argues against the neo-classical and
Austrian views of the operation of markets, offering
instead a convincing new synthesis of the work of
Keynes, Veblen, Simon and Marx. Taking up the
implications of his argument, Hodgson calls for a
radically new policy perspective based on structural
reform and institutional intervention. This work will be
required reading for economics students in their
second and third years and will be of interest to
students and academics throughout the social
sciences.

The Essential Writings of Thorstein
Veblen
This book seeks to advance social economic analysis,
economic methodology, and the history of economic
thought in the context of twenty-first-century
scholarship and socio-economic concerns. Bringing
together carefully selected chapters by leading
scholars it examines the central contributions that
John Davis has made to various areas of scholarship.
In recent decades, criticisms of mainstream
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economics have rekindled interest in a number of
areas of scholarly inquiry that were frequently ignored
by mainstream economic theory and practice during
the second half of the twentieth century, including
social economics, economic methodology and history
of economic thought. This book contributes to a
growing literature on the revival of these areas of
scholarship and highlights the pivotal role that John
Davis’s work has played in the ongoing revival.
Together, the international panel of contributors show
how Davis’s insights in complexity theory, identity,
and stratification are key to understanding a
reconfigured economic methodology. They also reveal
that Davis’s willingness to draw from multiple
academic disciplines gives us a platform for
interrogating mainstream economics and provides the
basis for a humane yet scientific alternative. This
unique volume will be essential reading for advanced
students and researchers across social economics,
history of economic thought, economic methodology,
political economy and philosophy of social science.

The Evolution of Economic Institutions
Where do markets come from and what drives their
evolution? How do organizations cope with the
competitive dynamism of markets? What is the role of
governance mechanisms in the institutional
coordination of markets? In this book, leading social
scientists consider these questions and examine the
institutional foundations of economic change.

Darwinism and Economics
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Examines the institutional developments in 28
transition economies over the past two decades and
concludes that, contrary to popular belief, institutions
were not neglected; while personalities mattered as
much as policies for outcomes, getting the basic
institutions right was the most important aspect of a
successful transition.

The Evolution of Economic Institutions
Capitalism is the dominant economic framework in
modern history, but it s unclear how it really works.
Relying on the free movement and spontaneous
coordination of seemingly infinitesimal market forces,
its very essence is remarkably complex. Geoffrey M.
Hodgson offers a more precise conceptual framework,
defines the concepts involved, and illustrates that
what is most important, and what has been most
often overlooked, are institutions and contractsthe
law. Chapter by chapter, Hodgson focuses in on how
capitalism works at its very core to develop his own
definitive theory of capitalism. By employing
economic history and comparative analysis toward
explanatory and analytical ends, Hodgson shows how
capitalism is not an eternal or natural order, but
indeed a relatively recent institution. If anyone were
qualified to venture such a comprehensive and
definitive analysis of such an important economic,
legal, and social phenomenon, it is Geoffrey Hodgson.
"Conceptualizing Capitalism" will significantly alter
and carry forward our understanding of markets and
how they work."
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Economics in the Shadows of Darwin and
Marx
In just over 30 years, Geoff Hodgson has made
substantial contributions to institutional economics,
evolutionary economics, economic methodology, the
history of economic thought and social theory. To
mark his seminal work, this volume brings together
original contributions by world-leading scholars in
specific areas that have played a significant role in
influencing his thinking or represent key debates to
which he has contributed. Building on some of the
most significant philosophical and methodological
foundations underlying Hodgson's work, the volume is
organised around the recurring themes of institutions,
evolution and capitalism.

Institutions and Evolution of Capitalism
Discusses how Darwinism affects our conception of
human nature and challenges long-standing
assumptions such as self-interested behaviour. This
work offers an analysis of the nature of socio-cultural
evolution, its differences from biological evolution and
whether it is Lamarckian.

How Economics Forgot History
The 38 selections in the volume include complete
texts of all of Veblen’s major articles and book
reviews from 1882 to 1914, plus key chapters from
his books The Theory of the Leisure Class (1899), The
Theory of Business Enterprise (1904) and The Instinct
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of Workmanship (1914). These writings present a
wide range of Veblen’s most significant contributions,
especially with respect to the philosophical and
psychological foundations of economics, sociology,
and other social sciences. A thorougly comprehensive
volume, this is the only collection to present Veblen’s
writings in chronological order, so that their
development can be correctly understood. The
volume is edited by a leading sociologist and a
prominent economist, who provide extensive
introductory essays which include item-by-item
commentaries that place each selection in its
intellectual-historical context and in relation to
subsequent developments in economics. It makes for
a valuable source of reference both for students and
researchers alike. .

Ontology and Economics
Considers the future of economics as a viable
discipline. Along with evolutionary economics,
examines the development of economic theory during
the 20th century, highlighting the origins and
consequences of the field's narrowing and its
increasing irrelevance, and suggesting that it will be
inadequate to cope with the complex ideas on the
horizon. Analyzes some of the attempts to redirect
theoretical economics to real world issues, then
proposes a move away from mathematical
formalization, greater tolerance for different
approaches, and learning from biology and other
sciences. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
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History, Methodology and Identity for a
21st Century Social Economics
Economics and Utopia
'. . . this collection will be useful to economic and
business historians in reminding them that capitalism
is not a monolithic and unvarying economic system.' Gail D. Triner, Business History 'Although so many
collections of essays such as the one at hand are
eclectic and boring, this is clearly an exception. The
strength of the volume resides in the fact that it
establishes a dialogue among all the authors on the
roots of globalization and what the editors call "the
precariousness of world markets".' - Francisco Louçã,
Journal of Evolutionary Economics For much of the
twentieth century, rivalry existed between centrally
planned and capitalist solutions to the problems of
economic stability and growth. This changed in the
1990s. In that same decade, the period of rapid
growth of the Japanese economy came to an end and
by the close of the century, the American model of
capitalism was seen as the only possible option.

Evolution and Institutions
This exciting new book from Geoffrey Hodgson is
eagerly awaited by social scientists from many
different backgrounds. This book charts the rise, fall
and renewal of institutional economics in the critical,
analytical and readable style that Hodgson's fans
have come to know and love, and that a new
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generation of readers will surely come to appreciate.

The Institutions of the Market
Are humans at their core seekers of their own
pleasure or cooperative members of society?
Paradoxically, they are both. Pleasure-seeking can
take place only within the context of what works
within a defined community, and central to any
community are the evolved codes and principles
guiding appropriate behavior, or morality. The
complex interaction of morality and self-interest is at
the heart of Geoffrey M. Hodgson’s approach to
evolutionary economics, which is designed to bring
about a better understanding of human behavior. In
From Pleasure Machines to Moral Communities,
Hodgson casts a critical eye on neoclassical
individualism, its foundations and flaws, and turns to
recent insights from research on the evolutionary
bases of human behavior. He focuses his attention on
the evolution of morality, its meaning, why it came
about, and how it influences human attitudes and
behavior. This more nuanced understanding sets the
stage for a fascinating investigation of its implications
on a range of pressing issues drawn from diverse
environments, including the business world and
crucial policy realms like health care and ecology.
This book provides a valuable complement to
Hodgson’s earlier work with Thorbjørn Knudsen on
evolutionary economics in Darwin’s Conjecture,
extending the evolutionary outlook to include moral
and policy-related issues.
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From Pleasure Machines to Moral
Communities
Tony Lawson has become a major figure of
intellectual controversy on the back of juxtaposing
two relatively simple and seemingly innocuous ideas.
He has argued firstly that success in science depends
on finding and using methods, including modes of
reasoning, appropriate to the nature of the
phenomena being studied, and also that there are
important differences between the nature of the
objects of study of natural sciences and those of
social science. This original book brings together
some of the world's leading critics of economics
orthodoxy to debate Lawson's contribution to the
economics literature. The debate centres on ontology,
which means enquiry into the nature of what exists,
and in this collection scholars such as Bruce Caldwell,
John B. Davis and Geoffrey M. Hodgson present their
thoughtful criticisms of Lawson's work. Lawson
himself presents his reactions to these criticisms, with
full chapter replies to each of the scholars included.
This book is particularly useful for students and
researchers concerned primarily with methodology
and future development of economics. It is also
relevant to the concerns of philosophers of science
and to all social scientists interested in
methodological issues.

The Social Economics of Thorstein
Veblen
How evolutionary ideas can be used to reconstruct
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economics.

Is Socialism Feasible?
The financial crash of 2007-2008 and the subsequent
global economic crisis have raised questions about
the viability of capitalism and the desirability of
alternative types of economic system. In this context,
Keynesian and Marxist ideas in particular have
become more popular. These two approaches, along
with some other heterodox perspectives, agree on the
need for institutional analysis and for better
institutions and governance in order to promote
economic development. This volume poses
fundamental institutional, evolutionary and
ontological questions relating to the emergence of a
new mode of governance after the financial crisis. The
book argues that, contrary to the recent austerity
policies implemented in the EU in particular, a new
level of government involvement is required in order
to keep aggregate demand stable, make full
employment possible, and create a transparent
financial sector, serving the real economy and
encouraging productive investments. This book will be
of interest to students, researchers and policy makers
working in the areas of finance, institutional
economics, development economics and international
political economy.

Evolutionary Economics
'Capitalism is Change'. This famous expression of
Joseph Schumpeter was not only characteristic of his
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time, but is certainly relevant as we enter the twentyfirst century. The transition of Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union, the Asian crisis and European
integration all characterise the continuous change of
capitalism. What is the role of entrepreneurs in
capitalist society? How effective are technological
policies in changing institutions? Are the economic
systems of the United States, Europe and Asia
converging? In answer to these questions
distinguished contributors - including Paul Krugman focus on the theoretical foundations of the evolution
of capitalist institutions. They apply these theoretical
insights to the firm, sectors and economic
systems.The combination of recent developments in
theory with empirical studies will ensure that this
book is essential reading for all those interested in
evolutionary and institutional economics, political
economy, technology policy, innovation and
knowledge.

A Modern Reader in Institutional and
Evolutionary Economics
This volume documents in a unique manner the
momentum the institutionalist, evolutionary research
agenda has regained over the past two decades. The
thought-provoking contributions come from
prominent authors with a rather heterogeneous
theoretical background. Nonetheless, they all convene
in elaborating on issues that have always been at the
core of the institutionalist agenda and show how
these issues relate to cutting edge research in
modern economics. Ulrich Witt, Max Planck Institute
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of Economics, Jena, Germany This excellent EAEPE
Reader brings together a range of perspectives on the
role of institutions in economics. It is very well
structured, with parts on microeconomics,
macroeconomics, markets and economic evolution.
Each part contains chapters written by renowned
experts in their respective fields and there is an
authoritative introductory chapter by the editor. This
Reader is invaluable for economics students and
academic economists wishing to better understand
how institutions and individual behaviours interact in
the economic system. Much of standard economic
analysis either ignores institutions or makes overly
restrictive assumptions about them the authors in this
book show, persuasively, that economics, without an
adequate treatment of institutions and institutional
change, is of very little scientific worth. John Foster,
The University of Queensland, Australia This is a great
set of essays. To get the richness they contain, the
reader must be already familiar with the broad
orientation of the literature on economic institutions.
Given that background, I can think of no collection or
essays that frame, illuminate, and probe modern
institutional economics as well as does this set.
Geoffrey Hodgson, who chose the collection, and the
authors of the essays, are to be congratulated and
thanked. Richard R. Nelson, Columbia University, US It
is now widely acknowledged that institutions are a
crucial factor in economic performance. Major
developments have been made in our understanding
of the nature and evolution of economic institutions in
the last few years. This book brings together some
key contributions in this area by leading
internationally renowned scholars including Paul A.
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David, Christopher Freeman, Alan P. Kirman, Jan
Kregel, Brian J. Loasby, J. Stanley Metcalfe, Bart
Nooteboom and Ugo Pagano. This essential reader
covers topics such as the relationship between
institutions and individuals, institutions and economic
development, the nature and role of markets, and the
theory of institutional evolution. The book not only
outlines cutting-edge developments in the field but
also indicates key directions of future research for
institutional and evolutionary economics. Vital reading
on one of the most dynamic and rapidly growing
areas of research today, The Evolution of Economic
Institutions will be of great interest to researchers,
students and lecturers in economics and business
studies.

Evolutionary Theories of Economic and
Technological Change
Over the last 50 years, the community of heterodox
economists has expanded, and its publications have
proliferated. But its power in departments of
economics has waned. Addressing this paradox, this
book argues that heterodox economists are defined
more by left ideology than by a shared understanding
of the nature of orthodox economics and of what
should replace it. Heterodox economists cannot agree
on what heterodoxy means. This volume applies work
on the social nature and institutions of science to help
explain the failure of heterodox economics to gain
ground. It assesses some strategic options for its
future.
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The Foundations of Institutional
Economics
Leading social scientists, empirical analysts, and
policy practitioners demonstrate the various ways in
which the insights of János Kornai, a renowned early
analyst and critic of the command economies of
Eastern European communist states, are stirring
academic and policy discussions about current
challenges. While dissecting the economic theories
and practices in the Soviet Bloc, Kornai devised and
applied concepts such as soft-budget constraints,
rush versus harmonic growth, surplus versus shortage
economy, non-Walrasian equilibrium, bureaucratic
coordination, and the invisible power of the
communist party. These concepts are commonly
applied to a variety of issues in the contexts of
fundamental transformation. The cases discussed in
this volume include the transitional paths of postcommunist economies, the pitfalls of East European
market-building, economic repercussions of the
dissolution of Yugoslavia, and the process of
integration in the Eurozone. In conclusion János
Kornai’s thoughts on a variety of research topics as
well as the value of democracy are included as he
delivered at the conference celebrating his 90th
birthday in 2018.

Valuing Nature?
This work calls into question the tendency of
economic method to try and explain all economic
phenomena by using the same catch-all theories and
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dealing in universal truths. It argues that you need
different theories to analyze different economic
phenomena and systems.

Elgar Companion to Institutional and
Evolutionary Economics
In bringing together some of the most significant
previously published papes by leading scholars inthe
field, this collection explores the major changes in the
'new' and 'old' institutional economics, the
developments of new approaches and the extension
of applications to new areas which have taken place
since the early 1990s.

Is There a Future for Heterodox
Economics?
This Element examines the historical emergence of
evolutionary economics, its development into a strong
research theme after 1980, and how it has hosted a
diverse set of approaches. Its focus on complexity,
economic dynamics and bounded rationality is
underlined. Its core ideas are compared with those of
mainstream economics. But while evolutionary
economics has inspired research in a number of areas
in business studies and social science, these have
become specialized and fragmented. Evolutionary
economics lacks a sufficiently-developed core theory
that might promote greater conversation across these
fields. A possible unifying framework is generalized
Darwinism. Stronger links could also be made with
other areas of evolutionary research, such as with
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evolutionary anthropology and evolutionary
psychology. As evolutionary economics has migrated
from departments of economics to business schools,
institutes of innovation studies and elsewhere, it also
needs to address the problem of its lack of a single
disciplinary location within academia.
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